This paper explores the impact of airport noise regulation on airline service quality and airfares. It also characterizes the socially optimal stringency of noise limits, taking both noise damage and the various costs borne by airlines and their passengers into account. The analysis also investigates the effect of noise taxes, as well as the optimal level of such taxes. Along with the companion paper by Girvin (2006a) , this work represents the first complete theoretical investigation into the economics of airport noise regulation using a model where the interests of the key relevant stakeholders are captured.
Introduction
Despite dramatic reductions over the years in the noise produced by individual aircraft, airport noise remains a critical public policy issue today. Moreover, given the expected increases in airline traffic and airport operations over the next decades, the noise issue will continue to be a source of dissension. The nature of the problem is evident in the ongoing controversy surrounding the planned expansion and reorientation of Chicago's O'Hare airport. While the expansion requires demolition of several hundred properties, it also reorients the airport's flight paths, so that a new set of households will be exposed to noise (see McMillen (2004) ). Both of these anticipated effects have led to vociferous opposition to the expansion from nearby residents, who have attempted to block the plan in court, despite its recent approval by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Similarly, in Orange County, California, concerns about noise exposure blocked the construction of a new international airport on a decommissioned military airbase, even with a shortage of airport capacity in the region (Kranser (2002) ). At nearby John Wayne Airport, departing flights must practice a steep, high-power climb maneuver to quickly gain altitude before passing over the high-income community of Newport Beach, and noise concerns in that community continue to limit daily flight volume at the airport. 1 The dramatic gains in aircraft "quietness" over the jet age, which have ironically accompa- Under noise taxation, explicit constraints are removed, but the airline instead pays a tax of t per unit of noise, so that its total tax liability is tnf. Although noise taxes are not used much in the U.S., they are more common elsewhere, being levied through landing-fee adjustments that depend on an aircraft's noise level. For institutional background, see Nero and Black (2000) and Morell and Lu (2000) .
In the analysis, the effect of each of the three regulatory regimes is considered in isolation, ignoring the fact that different regimes often coexist in reality. This potentially unrealistic approach is meant to gain insight into the economics of the regimes, and its practical lessons are considered in the conclusion. Another unrealistic element is the linear fashion in which noise is added across flights under the cumulative limit. Under the actual regulations, noise is added in a semi-logarithmic fashion, which makes total noise more sensitive to noise per flight than to the number of flights. 5 While incorporating this feature would complicate the analysis, the main qualitative conclusions are likely to be unaffected.
The analysis solves the airline's profit-maximization problem under cumulative and peraircraft noise regulation and under the noise-tax regime. Comparative-static analysis shows the effects of parameter changes on the airline's choice variables, results that are immediate given that the model generates closed form solutions for all the variables. In addition, a key equivance result between noise taxation and cumulative noise regulation is established.
While the cumulative or per-aircraft noise limits are treated as parameters in the comparative-static analysis, the next step is to consider the social planner's problem, where L or n is chosen optimally, taking into account the environmental damage from noise. Even though the choice of a regulatory regime (cumulative vs. per-aircraft noise regulation) is immaterial in characterizing the first-best social optimum, the two regimes generate different outcomes in the second-best case, where the planner must accept the (inefficient) profit-maximizing choices of the airline. An interesting question is then which regime yields a higher welfare level. This 3 question cannot be addressed analytically, but it is investigated via numerical analysis. The analysis also characterizes the noise tax rates that support the first-best and second-best social optima.
The entire analytical agenda described above can be carried out either under a monopoly market structure, with a single airline, or in an oligopoly setting. Since the monopoly case has already been analyzed by Girvin (2006a) , the present paper analyzes an oligopoly model, with the specific case of a duopoly considered. As seen below, the duopoly setup is actually a special case of the monopoly model, and the results for this latter model are briefly summarized.
The duopoly model is drawn from the analysis of Brueckner and Flores-Fillol (2006) , and its key element is idiosyncratic airline brand loyalty on the part of consumers, which governs competition between the two duopoly carriers.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 develops the basic model. Section 3 introduces the cumulative and per-aircraft noise constraints and solves the airline profit-maximization problem under these two different regimes. Section 4 analyzes noise taxation, section 5 carries out the welfare analysis, and section 6 offers conclusions.
The Model
To start the analysis, it is useful to focus on airline costs. Following Brueckner (2004) , the cost of each flight, exclusive of noise-abatement cost, is given by θ + τ s, where s equals seats per flight. Each flight thus entails a fixed cost θ as well as a variable cost τ per seat. While this specification may not be completely realistic, it captures the fact that an airline's cost per seat (given by θ/s + τ ) falls as aircraft size increases. Multiplying by flight frequency yields a total cost expression, f(θ + τ s).
Noise-abatement cost per flight, which is embodied in the aircraft design, is assumed to depend on both aircraft size and quietness, being written g(s, n). The function g is increasing in s, indicating that it costs more to achieve a given level of quietness for a larger aircraft. In addition, g is decreasing in n, noise per aircraft, indicating that a quieter aircraft of a given size generates higher costs, partly through lower fuel efficiency. Since noise abatement affects both the purchase price and operating cost of an aircraft, g should be viewed as giving the 4 annualized abatement cost.
The function g is assumed to be homogeneous of degree zero, so that proportional increases in aircraft size and noisiness leave abatement costs unchanged. A particular functional form is then imposed for analytical tractability, with g(s, n) ≡ s/n, where > 0 is the abatementcost parameter. This form embodies the above assumptions on g's partial derivatives, and its simplicity yields closed-form solutions for the variables of interest. With total noise abatement cost equal to f s/n, the airline's full cost is written
Turning to the demand side of the model, the analysis focuses on a single city-pair market served by two airlines, although the extension to multiple markets is straightforward. Utility for a consumer traveling by air between the cities is given by c+travel benefit−schedule delay cost, where c is consumption expenditure and schedule delay measures the difference between the actual and desired departure times. To represent schedule delay and its cost, suppose consumers must commit to travel before knowing their preferred departures times, which are uniformly distributed around a circle. Letting T denote the time circumference of the circle, consumer utility from flying on airline 1 then depends on expected schedule delay, which equals T/4f 1 , where f 1 is number of (evenly spaced) flights operated by the airline (T/4f 2 is the analogous expression for airline 2). These expressions give the expected interval between the desired departure time and the nearest flight time. Schedule delay cost is then given by a disutility parameter δ > 0 times the above expressions, thus equaling δT /4f i ≡ γ/f i for airline i, i = 1, 2, where γ = δT /4.
Travel benefit has two components: b, equal to the gain from air travel, and a, an airline brand-loyalty variable, which gives the additional gain from using airline 1 (relative to travel on airline 2). Brand loyalty varies across consumers, with a uniformly distributed over the interval [−α/2, α/2], where α > 0, so that half the consumers prefer airline 1 and half prefer airline 2.
For consumers using airline i, consumption expenditure equals y − p i , where y is income, assumed to be uniform across consumers without loss of generality, and p i is airline i's fare.
Utility from travel on airline 1 is thus given by y − p 1 + b + a − γ/f 1 , and utility from travel on airline 2 is given by the analogous expression with a = 0. Assuming that the consumer undertakes air travel, his choice is between the two airlines, and airline 1 will be chosen when
or when
Thus, for the consumer to choose airline 1, brand loyalty to 1 must be at least as large as the fare plus delay-cost difference between airlines 1 and 2. Otherwise, conditional on flying, the consumer will choose airline 2.
To compute airline 1's traffic using (3), let the consumer population size be normalized to unity. Then, recalling that a is uniformly distributed over the range [−α/2, α/2], airline 1's traffic is given by
where 1/α gives the density of a. Carrying out the integration in (4) yields
with q 2 given by the analogous expression with the 1 and 2 subscripts interchanged. Note from (5) that airline 1 loses traffic when its fare rises or its frequency falls, while it gains traffic when p 2 rises or f 2 falls. 6
The monopoly model, analyzed by Girvin (2006a) , is generated by considering an "outside option" not involving air travel, which could represent use of a different transport mode or not traveling at all. It yields benefits e net of any fare paid or schedule delay incurred and thus a utility level of y +e. The monopoly model emerges when a consumer who is indifferent between the airlines, with a = 0, prefers the outside option to air travel. Normalizing e to zero, this 
will then strictly prefer travel on airline 1 to the outside option, so that airline 1's traffic is equal to 8
Since airline 2's fare and frequency choices do not appear in (7), competition between the carriers is not present, with airline 1 effectively becoming a monopolist for passengers with positive a values (airline 2 becomes a monopolist for negative-a passengers).
For the duopoly case to be relevant, b ≥ p + γ/f must hold at the p and f values that emerge in a symmetric duopoly equilibrium. Otherwise, passengers with a values near zero will prefer the outside option, making the monopoly case relevant instead. Accordingly, b is assumed to large enough to ensure satisfaction of the above inequality, with the exact lower bound discussed below. 9 Results for the monopoly case, which are presented by Girvin (2006a) , are summarized once the duopoly analysis is complete. 10
It should be noted that, while a monopoly airline's equilibrium traffic level depends on its fare and frequency, as can be seen from (7), each duopoly airline carries an equilibrium traffic level of 1/2 in a symmetric equilibrium regardless of its choices. From (5), q 1 = 1/2 holds when fares and frequencies are the same across carriers. In reaching the equilibrium, however, each carrier takes into account traffic gains and losses to the other carrier as it adjusts its choice variables, as seen below. But since no consumer is assumed to choose the outside option, the carriers battle for a fixed amount of total traffic, which is split evenly between them in equilibrium. This feature of the model accounts the simplicity of the ensuing analysis and the emergence of clear-cut comparative-static effects, which are mostly absent in the monopoly case.
With the traffic solution in (5) relevant for the duopoly case, it can be combined with the previous cost expression in (1) to yield profit. Multiplying (5) by p 1 and subtracting (1) (with subscripts added), airline 1's profit is equal to
Note that (8) uses the equality f 1 s 1 = q 1 , which says that the number of flights times seats per flight equals total traffic. Using (8), the subsequent analysis considers the profit-maximization problem under the two different regulatory regimes.
Airline Choices Under Noise Constraints

The case of a cumulative constraint
Suppose that noise regulation takes the form of a cumulative noise constraint, which imposes a common limit on the total noise generated by each airline, being written n i f i ≤ L, i = 1, 2. Since this constraint will bind in equilibrium, it can be used to eliminate n 1 , which can be written n 1 = L/f 1 . Substituting in (8), the multiplicative p 1 − τ − /n 1 term becomes
The resulting objective function then depends only on the choice variables p 1 and f 1 .
In modeling airline decisions, an important question concerns the timing of choices. While both flight frequencies and fares can be adjusted relatively easily, fares appear to be more flexible than frequencies. As a result, under the most realistic approach, fares would be chosen conditional on frequencies, which themselves would be set in a first stage, taking the secondstage impact on fares into account (the outcome is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium).
The analysis eventually adopts this approach, but it is useful to start by considering the less-8 realistic case where fares and frequencies are chosen simultaneously in Nash fashion. Under this approach, airline 1 simultaneously sets the levels of p 1 and f 1 , taking p 2 and f 2 as parametric.
The first-order conditions for the simultaneous-choice problem are
While the derivatives ∂ 2 π 1 /∂p 2 1 and ∂ 2 π 1 /∂f 2 1 are easily seen to be negative, the remaining second-order condition (positivity of the Hessian matrix of π 1 ) is assumed to hold. 11
Given the symmetry of the setup, the equilibrium fares and frequencies will be symmetric across carriers, with the values denoted p and f, and each airline's traffic will equal 1/2.
Imposing the latter condition in (9) and rearranging, the fare can be written
Thus, the fare equals the full marginal cost of a seat, given by the operating cost τ plus noise abatement cost per seat ( f/L), 12 plus a markup that depends on brand loyalty. Note that, as the extent of brand loyalty rises, leading to a higher α/2, a carrier loses less traffic from raising its fare, so that p increases.
After substituting (11) into (10) and imposing symmetry, the equation can be solved for the equilibrium frequency, which equals
This solution shows that frequency is increasing in the disutility of schedule delay (γ) and decreasing in the fixed cost per flight (θ), both natural conclusions. Since the fare in (11) increases with frequency, p is then increasing in γ and decreasing in θ. Note that the last conclusion, which says that p is inversely related to the fixed cost per flight, is counterintuitive. The explanation is that the reduction in service quality caused by the higher θ reduces willingness to pay for air travel. Observe also that f is independent of the marginal seat cost (τ ) and the extent of brand loyalty (α). 13
The key comparative-static question, however, concerns the effect of the noise limit L on the airline's choice variables. When the noise constraint is relaxed by increasing L, (12) shows that frequency rises, with the denominator expression becoming smaller. This conclusion is natural since, as L rises, the airline can raise f for a given n without violating the constraint.
With L and appearing in ratio form in (12), the opposite conclusion applies to an increase in : by raising the cost per flight, a higher noise-abatement cost lowers frequency.
Turning to the impact of L on p, the effect is not immediately apparent given that p has an direct inverse dependence on L from (11) as well as an indirect dependence via f. However, after substituting (12) into (11) and rearranging, the last term reduces to
is decreasing in L. Therefore, relaxation of the noise constraint leads to a lower equilibrium fare, a conclusion that shows how the cost of airline travel is affected along with service quality (f) by the stringency of noise regulation. Since L and enter asymmetrically in the previous expression, their impacts are no longer mirror images. But it is easily seen that the expression is increasing in , so that the fare naturally rises with the cost of abatement.
Aircraft quietness and size, n and s, can be recovered from the f solution, allowing further comparative-static effects to be derived. Since s = q/f = 1/2f, the parameter impacts on aircraft size are opposite to those on flight frequency. With n = L/f, substitution of (12)
so that n is increasing in L and , both natural conclusions. Thus, aircraft quietness falls (n rises) as the noise constraint is relaxed or the cost of abatement increases. In addition, (13) shows that a higher fixed cost per flight raises n, while an increase in the delay disutility has the opposite effect. All of these comparative-static results are summarized in Table 1 . Table 1 . Table 2 . Table 3 .
Comparative-Static Effects Under a Cumulative Constraint
L τ α γ θ f + − 0 0 + − n + + 0 0 − + p − + + + + − s − + 0 0 − +
Comparative-Static Effects Under a Per-Aircraft Constraint
n τ α γ θ L + 0 0 0 + + f 0 0 0 0 + + p − + + + 0 0 s 0 0 0 0 − +
Comparative-Static Effects Under Noise Taxation
These results show that tighter noise regulation under a cumulative constraint hurts airline passengers, with the impact operating through two channels. Flight frequency falls, reducing service quality, and fares rise, so that the cost of travel escalates as it convenience declines.
For tighter regulation to be desirable, these losses must be offset by social gains from a lower noise level, as analyzed below. 14
Sequential choice under a cumulative constraint
Using the simultaneous-choice case as a benchmark, consider now the case where frequencies and fares are chosen sequentially. Under sequential choice, fares are set conditional on frequencies, with frequencies then chosen in a first stage, taking into account the second-stage
impact on fares.
To analyze this case, the first-order condition for choice of p 1 (eq. (9)) is supplemented with the analogous condition for airline 2, gotten by reversing the 1 and 2 subscripts in (9).
The equations are then solved for p 1 and p 2 as functions of f 1 and f 2 . The solution for p 1 is given by
and the p 2 solution is gotten by reversing the 1 and 2 subscripts. These solutions are substituted into the profit function (8) for airline 1, which is differentiated with respect to f 1 treating f 2 as parametric. Symmetry is imposed in the resulting first-order condition, which is then solved for f. 15 The result is
which differs from (12) by the presence of the factor 3, rather than 2, in the denominator.
Thus, for a given L, frequency is smaller in the sequential-choice case. The p solution in (11), which remains relevant, shows that the smaller f leads to a lower fare under sequential choice.
In addition, the lower f leads to a smaller aircraft size, and aircraft are also noisier under sequential choice (the 2 factor in (13) is replaced by 3).
Despite these differences, the timing of airline decisions has no effect on the main comparative-static properties of the equilibrium. In particular, it is easy to see that the change in the f solution leaves the signs in Table 1 unaffected, so that the table applies to both the sequential and simultaneous-choice cases. 16 The key conclusions of the preceding analysis are then summarized as follows: 
The case of a per-aircraft noise constraint
Suppose now that noise regulation takes the form of a per-aircraft noise constraint, written as n i ≤ n, i = 1, 2. Since the constraint will bind, airline 1's objective function is given by (8) with n 1 replaced by n. Under simultaneous choice, the previous first-order condition (9) for p 1 remains relevant, but with L replaced by f 1 n. Imposing symmetry, the fare solution is then
which corresponds to the previous solution in (11) after substitution for L. This equivalence implies that, if L under the cumulative constraint is set so that noise per aircraft in (13) is equal to n, the same fare levels emerge under the two regimes.
The first-order condition for f 1 is now
and, substituting (16) , it yields a symmetric frequency solution of
Under sequential choice, which is analyzed by following the same steps as before, the fare solution in (16) remains relevant but frequency is given by
13 where a factor of 3 replaces the 2 in the simultaneous solution, as in the cumulative case. 17 Under both the simultaneous and sequential solutions, frequency is increasing in γ and decreasing in θ, as in the cumulative case. But frequency does not depend on n and is thus independent of the stringency of the noise constraint, in contrast to the cumulative case. With f independent of the noise limit, nf and thus total noise L rises as n is raised, and L rises with γ and falls with θ, holding n fixed. In addition, since the fare solution in (16) does not involve f, p is now independent of γ and θ, although the fare responds positively to α and τ , as before. These comparative-static effects are summarized in Table 2 . Airline passengers are hurt, as in the cumulative case, by a tighter noise constraint, but the effect now operates through a single channel, a higher fare, with service quality unchanged. 18 As in the cumulative case, sequential choice yields a higher frequency and smaller aircraft size than simultaneous choice. But since p is independent of f, fare levels are the same under the two choice scenarios, in contrast to the previous conclusion.
A more interesting observation, however, is that frequency is always higher under a peraircraft noise constraint than in the cumulative case, with the opposite conclusion applying to aircraft size. These results follow because the simultaneous frequency solution in (18) 
The monopoly case
In the monopoly case, analyzed by Girvin (2006a) , different comparative-static results emerge. Although closed-form solutions for the decision variables are not available, her analysis
shows that a tightening of the cumulative noise constraint reduces flight frequency, as in Proposition 1. A lower L also affects traffic q, which no longer assumes the constant equilibrium value of 1/2, causing it to drop. With f and q both falling, the change in aircraft size is ambiguous, and the same conclusion applies to aircraft quietness and the fare. Under a peraircraft noise constraint, a reduction in n lowers f, in contrast to Proposition 2, while also reducing traffic. In addition, aircraft size falls. These conclusions show that the duopoly and monopoly equilibria have very different properties.
Noise Taxation
The equivalence of noise taxation and cumulative regulation
Under noise taxation, the airlines pay a tax of t per unit of noise. 19 As a result, the additional term tf 1 n 1 is subtracted in the profit expression (8), which becomes
With simultaneous choice, this expression is maximized by choice of p 1 , f 1 , and n 1 without the presence of any constraint. The first-order condition for p 1 reduces to the previous condition (16), with n replaced by n 1 . After imposing symmetry, the first-order conditions for f 1 and n 1 reduce, respectively, to:
These conditions determine the symmetric equilibrium values of f and n conditional on t.
To compare the outcome to the other regimes, it is useful to change variables so that (21) and 
which is the same as the cumulative frequency solution (12) under simultaneous choice. In addition, since (21) can be rewritten as (nf ) 2 /f = /2t, the condition becomes
Substituting (23) into (24) and simplifying yields the following condition that determines L as a function of t:
To obtain the entire solution under noise taxation for a given t, (25) is solved for the corresponding L, and substitution in (23) then yields f and consequently n. The fare solution in (16) then yields p.
Because (23) is the same as the cumulative frequency solution, a key implication of (23) and (25) is that noise taxation is equivalent to cumulative noise regulation. In other words, the outcome generated by a particular cumulative noise limit L # can be exactly replicated under noise taxation. To do so, L # is plugged into (25), and t is set at the resulting value, denoted t # . When the airlines maximize facing t # , a total noise level of L # per carrier is generated endogenously, and the f, n and p values corresponding to the cumulative limit then emerge.
The same conclusion emerges under sequential choice. Fares are again chosen in a second stage, while airline 1 chooses f 1 and n 1 in the first stage taking the second-stage fare impacts into account and viewing f 2 and n 2 as parametric. Given this behavior, a lengthy derivation yields symmetric first-order conditions with the same form as (21) and (22). The difference is that a factor of 3 replaces the 2 in each instance in these equations. 20 As a result, 3
replaces 2 in (23) and (24), and 18 replaces 8 in (25). Since the modified (23) The apparent explanation for this result is that both the tax and cumulative regimes
give the airline the same margins of adjustment (f and n), even though these variables must satisfy a constraint in the cumulative case. In the per-aircraft regime, by contrast, the airline's adjustment margins are limited.
Comparative statics under noise taxation
Inspection of (25) shows how parameter changes affect L. First, since the LHS is decreasing in L, if follows that a higher t reduces total noise per carrier, a natural result. In addition, it is easily seen that L is decreasing in θ and increasing in both γ and , while being independent of α and τ . Taking account of the effects on L, inspection of (23) shows that f is decreasing in t and θ and increasing in γ, while an additional argument shows that f decreases with .
Since n = /2Lt from (21), eliminating t using (25) yields n = (2θL 2 + L)/γ. Using the impacts on L, it follows from the latter solution that n is decreasing in t and increasing in .
Again using impacts on L, the first solution shows that n is decreasing in γ and increasing in θ. Finally, using (16) with n in place of n, inspection shows that p is increasing in t and decreasing in γ and θ, and an additional argument shows that p increases with .
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These results are summarized in Table 3 . Note that the comparative-static effects of , τ , α, γ, and θ are naturally the same as in the cumulative case (compare the last five columns of Tables 1 and 3 ). Finally, observe that since f falls and p rises with t, an increase in the noise tax hurts airline passengers. These results, which also apply to the sequential case, are summarized as follows 
Welfare Analysis
This section of the paper carries out welfare analysis. 23 Social welfare in the model is equal to consumer surplus plus airline profit minus environmental noise damage. Since the fare paid is just a transfer between consumers and the airlines, while the benefits from travel and brand loyalty are constants, the planner can focus on a welfare measure equal to airline costs plus the cost of consumer schedule delay plus noise damage. Imposing symmetry on the airlines, and writing welfare in terms of L, the welfare expression equals
where noise damage is assumed for simplicity to be a linear function of total noise (equal to 2L), with parameter λ. 24 To interpret the rest of (26), recall that total traffic is equal to unity, which then multiplies the marginal seat cost τ and schedule delay cost, γ/f. With two airlines, fixed cost acquires a factor of 2, and total noise abatement cost is 2f(
where the first equality uses the fact that 2fs equals the total unitary traffic level. The planner's goal is to minimize (26) by choice of f and L. Equivalently, (26) could be rewritten in terms of n, which would be chosen optimally along with f. 25 Note that, because the fare cancels in computing W , the impacts of noise regulation on passengers that operate through p are irrelevant in the welfare analysis. Only those effects operating through schedule-delay costs matter.
The first-best optimum and the second-best optimum under a cumulative constraint
Viewing L as the choice variable, it is useful to derive the social optimum in two steps.
First, f is chosen to minimize (26) conditional on L, yielding the first-order condition
and the resulting frequency solution
where f * (L) denotes the optimal frequency conditional on L. Next, (28) is substituted back into (26), which is differentiated with respect to L. Using the envelope theorem, the resulting first-order condition is
which says that the extra noise damage should equal the saving in abatement cost when L is marginally increased. After substituting (28) into (29) and simplifying, the socially optimal noise level, denoted L * and referred to as the first-best optimal value, turns out to be the root of a 4th degree polynomial in L. The first-best optimal f then equals f * (L * ), and the optimal n is given by
The conditionally optimal f solution in (28) reveals the efficiency of airline choices under a cumulative constraint, for a given value of L. Since (28) and (12) are the same, it follows that for a given L, the airline's frequency choice is efficient, provided that its choices are made in simultaneous fashion. However, if choice is sequential, then the airline's chosen frequency is lower than the one desired by the planner, as seen by comparing (15) and (28), and aircraft size is correspondingly too large.
With the airline's choices efficient under simultaneous choice, it follows that the planner could set L at L * , allow the airline to maximize profit, and be assured that the outcome would be socially optimal. However, under more-realistic sequential behavior, the airline makes the wrong choices conditional on L, which means that setting L at L * would fail to generate the social optimum. Thus, in the sequential case, the planner must take the airline's distorted choices into account in setting L, which leads to the second-best optimal level under sequential choice, denotedL.
To characterizeL, letf (L) denote the airline's profit-maximizing sequential frequency choice conditional on L, given by (15) . With the planner obliged to accept airline choices, his objective function comes from substitutingf(L) into (26), which yields
Since the term in parentheses in (31) reduces to θ using (15), the condition can be written
Substitutingf(L) and simplifying, (32) reduces to a 6th degree polynomial equation in L, which determinesL, the second-best optimal value.
An interesting question is whetherL is larger or smaller than the first-best optimal value L * . In other words, when the planner must accept the airline's inefficient choices, does he set a cumulative noise limit looser or tighter than the first-best level? To answer this question, (32) must be compared to the first-best condition in (29). As functions of L, both LHS expressions must be upward-sloping curves at the respective optima to ensure minimization of W , which means that the higher curve is associated with the smaller L solution. On the one hand, the presence of the term −θf (L), which is negative by Proposition 1, tends to make the secondbest curve from (32) lower than the first-best curve, which in turn tends to makeL larger than the L * . The intuitive explanation comes from recalling that the conditional sequential frequency solution is inefficiently low, withf(L) < f * (L). Givenf (L) > 0, it follows that the planner can use his second-best L choice to raise f from its inefficiently low level, an intervention that would require setting L above its first-best value. On the other hand, the fact thatf(L) < f * (L) makes the initial term in the second-best expression from (32) larger (less negative) than the corresponding term in the above first-best expression, which tends to make the second-best curve higher than the first-best curve.
Despite this apparent indeterminacy, once the f * andf functions are substituted into (29) and (32) and appropriate manipulations are made, it can be shown thatL < L * holds (see the appendix). This conclusion means that the latter effect discussed above (which depresseŝ L) dominates the goal of usingL to boost the airlines' inefficiently low flight frequency. With
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L < L * , it follows from (15) and (28) thatf(L) < f * (L * ), so that the second-best flight frequency under sequential choice is inefficiently low. In addition, usingL < L * , it can be shown that n * <n =L/f (L), wheren is the second-best optimal n value (see the appendix).
Summarizing yields 26
Proposition 5. The second-best cumulative noise limit under sequential choice is less than the first-best limit (L < L * ). In addition, the associated second-best flight frequency is lower than the first-best level, and the second-best per-aircraft noise level is higher than the first-best level.
What noise-tax levels support the optima?
Since noise taxation and cumulative noise regulation are equivalent, it follows that the above optima can be generated by suitable selection of the noise tax t. Consider first the case where airlines make simultaneous choices. As seen above, when L is set at L * under cumulative regulation, airline decisions yield the first-best optimum. But since any outcome under cumulative regulation can be generated by an appropriate noise tax, it follows that a particular value of the tax yields the first-best optimum.
To derive that value, observe that (23) and (24) jointly determine the solutions for f and L under a particular level of the noise tax t. But this equation system has the same form as (28) and (29), which determine the first-best optimum. The two systems can be made identical, ensuring that the noise-tax solution coincides with the social optimum, when t is set at the appropriate value, denoted t * . As can be seen, the correct value is t * = λ, indicating that the noise tax should be set equal to the marginal noise damage, a natural conclusion.
Suppose instead that airline choices are sequential, so that the second-best optimum is relevant. To find the noise tax that generates this optimum, recall that the solution under noise taxation is given by (15) along with the modified version of (24), which is written − f/L 2 +3t = 0. Thus, the equation determining L under noise taxation can be written − f (L)/L 2 + 3t = 0.
For the resulting solution to coincide with the second-best optimum, t must be set at the valuê
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But since (32) must hold at L =L, (33) can be used to eliminate the first term, allowing the equation to be rewritten as
Rearranging then yieldst
(note that (32) implies positivity oft). Thus, the noise tax rate that generates the second-best optimum under cumulative regulation is less than the marginal noise damage and thus less than t * . Note that this conclusion might seem inconsistent with the inequalityL < L * from
Proposition 5 given that a low tax should be associated with a large, not a small, L. But since this inverse relationship holds airline choice behavior fixed, whilet and t * apply under different behaviors (simultaneous vs. sequential choice), no inconsistency arises.
It is important to recognize that, since noise taxation and cumulative noise regulation are equivalent under sequential choice, and sinceL is the best possible value of L, a tax rate different fromt (one associated with a different value of L) cannot yield a higher welfare level.
Thus,t is the welfare maximizing noise tax rate under sequential choice, and it is less than the marginal noise damage λ. Summarizing yields Proposition 6. If airline choices are simultaneous, the first-best optimum can be generated by a noise tax equal to the marginal noise damage λ. If airline choices are instead sequential, the welfare maximizing tax rate is less than λ, and it generates the second-best optimum under cumulative regulation.
Could per-aircraft noise regulation be superior?
When airline choices are simultaneous, per-aircraft regulation can never be superior to cumulative regulation (or equivalent noise taxation) since these regimes can generate the firstbest optimum. Per-aircraft regulation is, by contrast, inefficient given that the simultaneous frequency solution in (18) is always larger than the first-best optimal level, f * (L * ). But when choices are sequential, this conclusion can be overturned. To understand this claim, consider 22 the following inequalities, wheref denotes the sequential frequency solution from (19) under per-aircraft regulation:
Thus,f is larger thanf(L), the second-best optimal frequency under cumulative regulation, which in turn is smaller than the first-best optimal frequency f * (L * ) by Proposition 5. Given (36),f could be closer to f * (L * ) than isf(L), raising the possibility that per-aircraft regulation is superior to cumulative regulation.
Since welfare under the per-aircraft regime also depends on the magnitude of n, exploring this question requires computation of the second-best n under sequential choice. To do so, the welfare expression in (26) is rewritten in terms of n andf is then substituted, so that the last four terms become 2θf + /n + γ/f + λ2nf. The second-best optimal per-aircraft noise limit is found by differentiating this expression with respect to n, noting thatf from (36) is independent of n. The resulting first-order condition is
After using (36) to substitute forf , (37) can be solved for n and the result substituted into the above welfare expression. If per-aircraft regulation is superior, the resulting welfare level is higher than the one achieved under cumulative regulation.
This comparison cannot be carried out analytically, but illustrative numerical examples can be computed. In generating the examples, the marginal-cost parameter τ is normalized to one, while four other parameters are allowed to vary. 27 The delay-disutility and fixed-cost 
23
The welfare comparison between the two regulatory regimes, given as ratios of the cumulative and per-aircraft welfare levels, is shown in A further numerical observation concerns the magnitude of the welfare sacrifice from the planner's inability to implement the first-best optimum. Interestingly, this sacrifice is very small: second-best welfare under the cumulative regime is never smaller than 98 percent of the first-best level, and the per-aircraft regime yields a similarly good outcome over most of the parameter region. But for those parameter values where the per-aircraft regime falls well short of the cumulative regime, the loss it generates relative to the first-best optimum is similarly large. 28
Conclusion
This paper has explored the impact of airport noise regulation on airline service quality and airfares. It has also characterized the socially optimal stringency of noise limits, taking both noise damage and the various costs borne by airlines and their passengers into account, while analyzing the use of noise taxes. Along with the companion paper by Girvin (2006a) , this work represents the first complete theoretical investigation into the economics of airport noise regulation using a model where the interests of the key relevant stakeholders are captured.
The main conclusions of the analysis are as follows: (i) noise regulation harms airline passengers by raising fares and potentially reducing service quality; (ii) cumulative and per-aircraft noise regulation have quite different effects on airline decisions; (iii) cumulative regulation appears to be superior from a social-welfare perspective; (iv) under realistic sequential airline choice behavior, the best a planner can do under cumulative regulation is to use an inefficiently tight noise limit that yields lower-than-optimal flight frequency; (iv) noise taxation is equivalent to cumulative noise regulation, generating exactly the same airline decisions when the tax rate is suitably chosen.
The analysis has treated noise taxes and the two noise-regulation regimes, cumulative and per-aircraft, as alternatives, when in fact these approaches often coexist in actual practice. In other words, the FAA certification standard puts an upper bound on noise per aircraft, while individual airports impose cumulative noise limits and other operating constraints, including noise taxes. Given this real-world complexity, what practical lessons can be drawn from the analysis? To reach an answer, the first observation is that most aircraft currently in production already have lower noise signatures than the latest Stage 4 noise limits. 29 This fact, along with the presence of additional airport-level regulations, apparently means that airports do not find the existing per-aircraft noise limits to be sufficiently stringent. Therefore, they impose additional regulations, which generate a demand for aircraft quieter than the current FAA standard.
Instead of allowing aircraft quietness to be effectively determined by airport-level policies, the FAA could instead impose a per-aircraft limit that is even more stringent than the Stage 4 limit. But since a cumulative noise limit (or the equivalent tax) appears to be a superior instrument, the analysis suggests that airport-level regulation may actually be a preferable policy.
Although the highly stylized framework presented in this paper captures the essential elements of the airport noise problem, additional refinements and extensions of the model could be beneficial. For example, more-realistic specifications of the airline's noise-abatement 25 cost function and the functions giving cumulative noise and noise damage would improve the model's accuracy. Moreover, adding the airport itself to the list of stakeholders in the model could provide further insights. The airport, responding to political pressure to reduce noise, could be portrayed as choosing the noise regulatory regime that maximizes its profit for a given target noise level. In other extensions, concurrent implementation of noise-abatement measures, such as a nighttime curfew and a noise tax, could be modeled, and airline asymmetry (with one large and one small carrier) could be introduced. Analysis of these extended models might, in some cases, require numerical methods. But the insights gained from numerical models, especially those that can be calibrated with empirical data, might prove valuable in guiding airport noise policies.
Substituting for the f * andf functions using (15) and (28) 
Suppose thatL ≥ L * holds. Then the LHS of (a3) must exceed 1. But after rearranging, the resulting inequality reduces to
Since the ratio term in (a4) exceeds 1, the inequality implies L * >L, which contradicts the initial assumption thatL ≥ L * , implying thatL < L * must hold instead.
To establish n * <n, note that (a1) can be rewritten as
which impliesnL > n * L * . The conclusion follows givenL < L * .
Footnotes * We thank Kurt Van Dender and Ricardo Flores-Fillol for helpful comments. Any errors, however, are our responsibility.
1 The U.S. General Accounting Office (2000) identified noise as the greatest environmental concern at 29 out of the 50 busiest airports. For each planning year, AMS establishes an annual total noise volume, which determines the number of available slots for airline operations, based on the noise characteristics of forecast fleet composition. If actual airline operations exceed the planned noise limit, the law requires the airport to curtail operations (Schiphol Group (2003) ).
LGB imposes a cumulative noise exposure limit on passenger and cargo airlines. The number of permissible airline operations at LGB depends on the cumulative noise from operations in the previous year. If the prior year's noise were significantly less than the limit, the airport could increase flight slots available to the airlines. But if noise exceeded the limit, the airport would reduce the number of slots available to those airlines with the noisiest operations (City of Long Beach Ordinance, Chapter 16.43). At LHR, the noise quotas apply to nighttime operations, between 11:30 PM and 6 AM (Wit et al. (2003) ). Airlines with quieter aircraft may operate more nighttime flights than those with noisier aircraft.
5 Cumulative noise is computed using a formula that can be approximated by L = n+10 log(f).
6 Note that the consumer compares frequencies for the two duopoly airlines along with the fares they charge in making a choice between them, without considering the exact timing of individual flights. While this approach may not be fully accurate for individual consumers, it could apply to business travelers, who cannot predict their travel times and thus purchase refundable full-fare tickets on the airline with the best frequency/fare combination, tickets that allow them to board the next flight upon arriving at the airport. Alternatively, the model could capture the choice setting of a corporate travel department, which must sign an exclusive contract with a particular airline for transporting its employees. The travel department cares about the average schedule delay for the company employees, while also seeking low fares. It signs an exclusive contract with the airline providing the best combination of these features.
25 It should be noted that the airport itself, which may earn profits from its operations, is not considered in the welfare analysis. Such profits would arise from unmodeled charges levied on the airlines, or from noise taxes under a tax regime. However, since airport profits represent a transfer from the airlines to the airport, they would cancel in a welfare function that equals the sum of airline and airport profits and consumer surplus. As a result, the interests of the airport can be ignored in the welfare analysis. Airport behavior, however, plays a key role in other types of models; for representative studies, see Morrison (1987) , Oum and Zhang (1990) , and Zhang and Zhang (2003) .
26 With the second-best values of both f and L lower than the first-best values, a comparison of the n levels (given by f/L ratio) is inconclusive.
